Gershom Gerhard Scholem was one of the major influences on Jewish intellectual life in the 20th Century. Arriving in Palestine in 1923 he became the librarian at the Hebrew University where he began to teach in 1925. Scholem revolutionised the study of Jewish Mysticism and Kabbalah and made it the subject of serious academic study. He also played a very significant role in Israeli intellectual life. This is a one off opportunity to acquire his ex libris stamp.

**Judaica**


4. **Brody, Dr A. Der Misna Traktat Tamid: text nach einer vatikan-handschrift nebst variae lections aus 12 Talmud und Misnahandschriften sowie altesten drucken mit erstmaliger anfuhrung von parralleltexten aus beidien talmuden, tosephta, midras un anderen.** Uppsala, 1936. Wraps. 151 pp. text in Hebrew and German. £25

5. **Burnaby, Sherrard Beaumont. Elements of the Jewish and Muhammadan Calendars With Rules and Tables and Explanatory Notes on the Julian and Gregorian Calendars.** London, George Bell, 1901. Cloth, wear to spine beginning to split at top of spine, 554 pp. This rare item includes extensive tables and formulae for calendar. £145
6. Calisch, Edward N. The Jew In English Literature, As Author and Subject. Bell, Richmond Virginia, 1909. Green gilt cloth, very good condition, minor signs of wear, 277 pp. Contains a long appendix listing non-Jewish authors who have written on, or about the Jews. £35


10. Eisenstein, J.D. Tales of Rabbah bar-bar Hannah. New York, 1937. Black cloth, 80 pp. Contains the original Aramaic text with a Hebrew translation an English translation and a commentary in English. This is a series of fantastical tales of Rabbah Bar Bar Hannah (a sort of Rabbinical Sinbad) that appear in the Babylonian Talmud in Baba Bathra. £24


13. Hertz, J. H. The Chief Rabbi’s Address Calendar Address Calendar Reform Conference Before The League of Nations at Geneva. 1931. Wraps., 6pp. £15


the University of Michigan, 52 plates. Previously, copy of Rabbi Hirsch Chajes, Rabbi of Vienna, presented to Rabbi Dr Zimmels, the next Rabbi of Vienna. **£95**


29. **Lew, Myer S Lew. The Jews of Poland.** Their Political, Economic, Social and Communal Life in the Sixteenth Century, as reflected in the Works of


34. Philipson, Rabbi David. The Jew In English Fiction. Cincinnati, Robert Clarke, 1889. Green cloth, some marking and wear to cloth but still in pretty good condition, 156 pp. Singerman 3845.

35. Podro, Joshua. Manuscript on Yiddish. A Manuscript in English (about 47 pp.) on the subject of Yiddish by the Anglo Jewish writer Joshua Podro. Podro wrote several books with Robert Graves. There are a few pages in Yiddish and another shorter manuscript on the Declaration of Israeli Independence.


Jewess; Whitehall 1656; Jew Dyte; They Went Forth and To the Poets of Australia.

43. Rubinstein, Hilary and WD. The Jews in Australia: A Thematic History. Melbourne, William Heinemann Australia, 1991. 2 large cloth vols., with dj. Vol 1 - 1788 - 1945 625 pp., Vol 2 1945 to Present 616 pp. Both volumes are presentation copies from the authors to the Anglo-Jewish writer Chaim Bermant and have his bookplates in them. £20


49. White, Arnold. The Modern Jew. London, William Heinemann, 1899. Leather spine, boards, wear and scuffing to spine, top 2 inches torn at hinge. 301 pp. £65


£20


£35


£35


£30


£25


£28

58. Bialik, Nachman. The Collected Works of Chaim Nachman Bialik. Berlin, Chovovei HaShirah HaIvrit, 1923. Half cloth (Vellum looking) decorative paper covered boards, gilt, teg, 4 vols. illustrated by Joseph Budko (1888-1940), Budko became the director of the Bezalel School of Arts and Crafts in 1935. Thick paper, some wear to edges and the edge on one volume is chipped, marking to bindings but a very nice set.

£250


£25


£185


£20

time from 3 manuscripts. Card Wraps. pagination runs from 130-184. I presume it must be an offprint? £30


64. **Greenwald, Leopold (Yekutiel). Kol Bo Al Avelut.** New York 1947 and 1951. 2 vols., the first is black cloth worn with some tearing at spine and the second is paper wraps. sunned, 414 + 156pp. This classic work on Halachot of Mourning was written by the Rabbi of Columbus Ohio. Volume 1 concentrates on the laws and Volume 2 contains responsa. £38

65. **Hillman Samuel Isaac. Or HaYashar. (Al Masechet Hullin).** Kedainiai (Lithunania), 1931. Hardbound, folio, missing backstrip, 282 pp. £25

66. **Hillman, Samuel Isaac. Or HaYashar. (Al Masechet Menachot).** Jerusalem, 1938. Wraps. frayed, backstrip missing, folio. Commentary on Masechet Menachot by Rabbi Hillman who was a Dayan on the London Beth Din. Inscribed as a present from Rebbetzen Hertzog to Isaac Bernstein. £25

67. **Horodetsky, S.A. Sholosh Meot Shana Shel Yahadut Polin.** Tel Aviv, Dvir, 1945. Paper covered boards, cloth back strip, excellent condition. 148 pp. £38

68. **Hyman, Aaron. Igeret D’rabbeinu Sherira Gaon.** With the commentary Pathshegen Hakethab. Green paper wraps, covers heavily worn and frayed, 110 pp. £32

69. **Kahana, David. Toldot ha-Mekubalim, Ha-Shabtaim we-ha-Hassidim (The History of the Kabbalists, Sabbatians, and Hassidim).** Odessa, 1913. Cloth, half title detached, pages a bit yellowed, 4 parts in on evol.153 + ix + 191pp. Includes a biographical memoir on Kahana by Dr Joseph Klausner. Kahana (1838-1912) was an important contributor to Hochmat Yisrael and contributed to HaShachar and HaShiloach. £75

70. **Kasher, Rabbi M. HaTekufah Hagedolah [The Great Era]. With a Supplement Kol Hator comprising the thoughts of the famed Gaon of Vilna visualising the redemption as transmitted by his disciple Rav Hillel of Shklov.** Jerusalem, Torah Shelemah Institute, 1968. £35

71. **Krochmal, Nachmann. Moreh Nevuchei Hazman.** Lemberg, 1863. Edited by Leopold Zunz. Krochmal was the father of the Galician Wissenschaft and was the spiritual and intellectual mentor of Zunz, etc, etc. Krochmal died in 1840 and his book was first published in 1851 by Zunz at Krochmal’s widow’s request. However, the first edition contains numerous errors and the second edition contains numerous corrections etc. 16 + 262 + 66 pp. £125


77. Slonimski, Chaim Zelig (1810-1904). Yesode haIbbur (The elements of Intercalation). Zhitomir, 1865. Boards with cloth backstrip, wraps. bound in, ex libris. “His works are distinguished by terseness and exactness of style and simple presentation” Waxman. £165


Antiquarian Judaica

inches by 3 inches. Aquin, a Hebraist was born in Carpentras about 1578 and
died in Paris 1650. Born Mordechai, he converted to Christianity and changed
his name to Phillipe.

£500

83. Buxtorf (Johannes) Concordantiae Bibliorum Hebraicae. Basel, L Konig,
1632. Title within architectural border, title loose, slightly browned, ink
inscription on *2, last f. with hole slightly creased, ex-theological library
copy with bookplate on front pasted down, contemporary vellum soiled. £280

84. De' Rossi, Giovanni Bernado (1742-1831). Lexicon Hebraicum: selectum
quo Ex Antiquo Et Inedito R. Parchonis Lexico Novas Ac Diversas
Rariorum Ac Difficiliorum Vocum Significationes. Parmae, 1805. 44 pp.
Italian Christian Hebraist. De' Rossi was born in Castelnuovo d'Ivrea, Aosta.
He became a priest in 1766 and graduated in theology in Turin. He had a
profound knowledge of Hebrew language and medieval Jewish literature, and
held the chair of oriental languages at Parma University from 1769 to 1821.
De' Rossi’s library of Jewish literature, one of the most valuable that has
ever been brought together, comprised 1,432 manuscripts (some illuminated),
and 1,442 printed books including many incunabula, some unique. It was
purchased for 100,000 francs in 1816 by Marie Louise, duchess of Parma, who
presented it to the Palatine library at Parma, where it still is. De' Rossi
compiled a catalogue of his collection (Manuscripti codices hebraici
bibliothecae J. B. de Rossi, accurate ab eodem descripti et illustrati, 3 vols.,
Parma, 1803), and wrote valuable works on Jewish incunabula (Annales
hebraeo-typographici saeculi XV, Parma, 1795) and 16th-century typography
(Annales hebraeo-typographici ab anno 1501 ad 1540, Parma, 1799), as well as
on other subjects of Jewish interest, including studies of variant biblical
texts and polemical literature. His Dizionario storico degli autori ebrei e
delle loro opere (2 vols., Parma, 1802; Ger. ed. Leipzig, 1839) is still of value,
especially for the biographical notes on contemporary Jewish scholars. £175

£650

85. L'Empereur Van Oppyck (constatin) De Legibus Ebraeorum Forensibus
1637. Printed in Hebrew and Latin, woodcut device on title, woodcut
decorations, slightly browned, ex-theological library bookplate on front
pastedown, contemporary vellum, slightly soiled, Willems 459. 4to. A work on
Bava Kamma.

£185

86. Johannis, S. Horae Hebraicae et Talmudicae Impensae In Evangelium.
London, 1671. 244 + 4. Text in Latin, some minor worming on top outside edge
of a few pages. Modern binding, leather label on spine.

£50

87. Jacob, John. The Jew Turned Christian or the Corner Stone [Even
L'Rosh Pinah]. Wherein is an Assertion of Christ Being the True Messiah.
London, 1678. A missionary tract by John Jacob, "formerly a Jew but now a
Palestine, Israel, Zionism


98. Bentwich, Norman. Early English Zionists 1890-1920. Tel Aviv, Palestine, ND., 45 pp. No.5 in a series of pamphlets, titled The Zionist Library. £15


100. Bne Horin Movement. A New Deal For Palestine: A Memorandum Suggesting a Solution of the Palestine Problem Submitted to His Majesty’s Government by the Bne Horin Movement of Palestine. Wraps. 49 pp. small hole to front wrapper. £35


108. [England – Departments of State and Official Bodies. Colonial Office. – Commission on the Palestine Disturbances]. Va’adath ha-Hakirah. Din
veHeshbon. A Report of the Proceedings held by the Commission of the Palestine Disturbances. Tel Aviv, 1929-30. 7 parts in one volume, disbound covers removed but all 7 parts still held together, 100 + 68 + 92 + 109 + 96 + 120 (+8 pages plates) + 176. (The copy listed in the Second Supplementary Catalogue in the British Library is lacking several pages). First and last couple of pages a bit tatty. £350


111. [Friends of the Palestine Folk Opera] The Palestine Folk Opera. Tel Aviv, 1946. Wraps, pocket size, Hebrew and English, photos, unpaginated, £18


114. G. S. I. Short Handbook of Palestine (Restricted). Palestine, 1945. 3 fold out charts and one fold out map. 72 pp. £45


123. HMSO. Report of the Commission appointed by His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, with the approval of the Council of the League of Nations, to determine the rights and claims of Moslems and Jews in connection with the Western or Wailing Wall at Jerusalem, December, 1930. London, HMSO, 1931. Wraps. 3 charts, 2 fold outs. 66 pp. £65


127. Hughes, C. E. Above and Beyond Palestine: An Account Of the Work Of The East Indies and Egypt Seaplane squadron 1916-1918. London, Ernest Benn Ltd. Cloth, no dj. illustrations by the author, fold out map. £22


129. Illustrated London News & Others. 70 items mostly 1930s - 1950s. Illustrated London New, The Sphere one or two other magazines, with pictures, features on Palestine, Israel. Including, Irgun attacks on British, Arab riots, Jewish refugees protesting against British, Palestine Police etc. A large collection of vivid pictures recreate this important era. £950

130. Immigration Statistics for 1921. 34 pp. 5 in Hebrew numerous charts ex libris Foreign Office Library. £65


136. [Jewish Agency For Palestine] Some Legal Aspects of the Jewish Case: Memorandum Submitted to The United Nations Special Committee on Palestine. Jerusalem, 1937. Wraps. 36pp. £35

137. [Jewish Agency For Palestine] Memorandum Submitted to The Royal Commission on the Behalf of the Jewish Agency For Palestine. London, 1936. Wraps. 288 p + 8 page index laid in. £48

138. [Jewish National Fund, Keren Kayemeth Leisrael]. The Defence of the Jews Against The Attack of Arabs in Erez Israel. Jerusalem, August, 1929 Wraps. stencilled and top stapled, 23 + X pp. last page detached. £48

139. [Jewish National Fund] Pocket Diary 5704 1943/4. Wraps. small format. £15

140. [Jewish National Fund] Pocket Diary 5718 1957/8. Wraps. small format. 10 Anniversary of Israel’s Independence £12


147. Lorch, Netanel. The Edge of the Sword. New York, Putnam, 1961. Cloth, tear to dj. which is covered, 475 pp. £15


154. Michaelis, Dr Anthony R. Weizmann Centenary: His Living Memorial – The Institute Bearing His Name. London, The Anglo Israel Association, 1974. Card wraps., small stain to top of last few pages not affecting text, 64 pp. Includes an appendix with a bibliography of the Scientific Papers and Patents of Dr. Weizmann. £20


156. Palestine Can Take Millions. London, Jewish Agency For Palestine, 1944. Wraps., 22 pp. Damage to covers, some pages have a cut, no loss of text. £32


160. Patterson, J.H. With the Zionists in Gallipoli. London, Hutchinson, 1916. Blue cloth, first ed. spine sunned, a little frayed at top of spine, 316 pp + fold out map + map facing 306+ 32 ads, some minor foxing to first couple of pages. £85

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages/Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>Riley-Smith</td>
<td>The Feudal Nobility and the Kingdom of Jerusalem 1174-1277</td>
<td>London, Macmillan</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>351 pp. Some minor soiling to dj., soiling to top edge.</td>
<td>£28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Oliphant, Laurence</td>
<td>Haifa or Life in Modern Palestine</td>
<td>Edinburgh and London, William Blackwood and sons</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>Paperback, boards with a cloth spine, boards are worn at edges and corners, wear to top and bottom of spine, 369 pp + 24 p. ads.</td>
<td>£75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Samuel, Edwin</td>
<td>Handbook of the Jewish Communal Villages in Palestine</td>
<td>Jerusalem, Zionist Organization Youth Department</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Wraps. 92 pp. fold out maps and charts, papers yellowed.</td>
<td>£25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


177. Slotzki, Abraham Jacob. Shivat Tsion (a collection of essays and letters from the Geonai HaDor on the importance of living in Israel. Warsaw, 1891. Qtr leather, scuffed, name tag sellotaped to spine, two parts in one volume, 106 + 88 pp. In Hebrew. £85

The following two items are part of a genre of Books and Pamphlets devoted to the memory of Jewish Soldiers that were killed in the line of duty defending the Jewish Community both in the Mandate era and after the establishment of the State of Israel.


191. **Weizmann, Dr Chaim. The Jewish People and Palestine.** Jerusalem, Head Office of the Zionist Organisation, 1936. **£18**

**Judaica in German**

192. **Baerwald, Dr Leo and Dr Ludwig Feuchtwanger. Festgabe 50 Jahre Hauptsynagoge Munchen, 1887-1937.** Munich, 1937. Wraps. 78 pp. + ads. **£48**


194. **Bloch, Dr Josef S. Israel und die Volker.** Berlin, wien, Verlag Benjamin Harz, 1922. Cloth some minor soiling and wear, LII + 830 pp. A compendium of apologetics based on the evidence of the experts in connection with the
August Rohling trial (1883-1885). Bloch was an active combatant of Anti-Semitism in late 19th Century and Early 20th Century Vienna. £38


196. Die Judischen Gefallenen Des Deutschen Heeres, Der Deutsche Marine Und Der Deutschen Schutztruppen 1914-1918: Ein Gedenbuch. (Berlin), 1932 (Berlin) 8vo. Cloth. (II + 424pp.), back external hinge is beginning to split. Text in German. This extraordinary work lists the Jews that died fighting for Germany in World War I, including commemorative rolls from the German Army, Navy, and Homefront troops, with details of birthdates, home towns & cities, death dates, and military units. £85


201. Schleiden, Dr M.J. Die Romantif Des Marthriums bei den Juden im Mittelalter. (with a biographical study of Dr Schleiden). Wien, 1931. Wraps., 68 + 18 pp. £25

202. Schocken. Almanach Des Schocken Verlags, auf das Jahr 5695 (1934/5). Berlin, Schocken, 1934/5. Publishers printed blue wrapps., spine faded and a little worn, staining to bottom edge., 158 pp + 22 pp. advertisement for the publisher. With contributions by Buber, Max Brod , Kafka and others. "Aufzeichnungen über eine jüdische Wandertruppe" is selected from his diaries by Max Brod and was later printed in the collected works. There is a small (9x14 cm) facsimile on 4 pages, of one of the earliest Hebrew books printed in Germany. Pp. 96-103 contain Kafka's Aufzeichnungen über eine jüdische Wandertruppe, the description of his meeting with a troupe of Yiddish actors in the Café Savoy in Prague in 1911. This encounter was to have a profound effect on his writing. The passage was later published in an extended version in the Tagebücher volume of Max Brod's Gesammelte Schriften, 1935-7. £45


207. Zunz, Dr Leopold. Geschichte und Literatur. Berlin, 1845. 607 pp. Front inner hinge broken, top external hinge torn for about 2 inches. Vol 1 (all published), foxed. This book formed a landmark in Jewish Studies. It consists of six essays on important historical and literary subjects. The first, 'Franco-German Jewries during the Middle Ages' is probably the most important (Waxman). £225

American Judaica


210. Glazer, Rabbi Simon. The Jews of Iowa: A Complete History and Accurate Account of Their Religious Social, Economical and Educational Progress in This State. Des Moines, Koch, 1905. Cloth, covers are heavily marked, a couple of pieces missing out of the spine., illustrated. 358pp. £95

212. **Jewish Charities: Proceedings of the Second Conference of Jewish Charities in the United States held in Detroit Michigan, May 26th to 28th, 1902.** Cincinnati Krehbiel, 1902. Cloth, ex libris, cloth torn at one corner, 298 pp. £75

213. **JTS. Students’ Annual. Volume III, Schechter Memorial Volume.** New York, 1916. Black cloth, some pages affected by damp, stain to fore-edge, withdrawn stamp on FFEP overall a very nice copy, illustrations, 204 pp. Most of the volume consists of essays on Schecter and tributes to him. £60


With as Issued


220. **[Mendes, H Pereira]. A Biography.** NY, 1938. Wraps. corner missing on top wrapper, several plates, 48 pp. £35

221. **Myers, Rev. Emanuel M(oses). Judaism Defined.** Petersburg, VA, 1887. Red cloth, wraps bound in with blank pages (for notes?), 19 pp. Myers was the Rabbi at Congregation Rodef Sholom. Singerman 3575. £85


224. Wise, Isaac Mayer. Selected Writings of Isaac M Wise, with a Biography by the Editors, David Philipson and Louis Grossman. Published under the Auspices of the Aluminal Association of the Hebrew Union College. Cincinnati, Robert Clarke, 1900. vi. + 419 pp. Singerman 5885. £85

Anglo Judaica


228. Ayerst, Rev W. The Jews of the Nineteenth Century: A Collection of Essays, Reviews and Historical Notices. Originally Published in the Jewish Intelligence. Cloth, frontis loose, front hinge cracked, 431 pp. Includes reviews of many publications such as Rabbi Hirsch's Essays, works by A Asher. Contains historical notices and covers contemporary events such as the election of the Chief Rabbi, Debates between Rabbi Zecharias Fraenkel and some of the reform rabbis, sermon by Rev D W Marks etc. £225

230. Benisch, Dr A. Judaism Surveyed: Being a Sketch of the Rise and Development of Judaism. From Moses to Our Days. In a Series of Five Lectures, delivered in St George's Hall. London, Longman Green, 1874. Cloth, spine a little sunned, outer hinge beginning to slit at top, endpapers foxed, otherwise tight clean copy, 146 pp. Abraham Benisch(1814–1878), was an author, scholar, and precursor of Zionism. ... As a student of medicine at the University of Prague he joined Moritz Steinschneider, who founded a student organization for the purpose of "reestablishing Jewish independence in Erez Israel. Benisch promoted his views in the periodical The Voice of Jacob (1841–48) see item he became the editor of the Jewish Chronicle from 1854 - 1867 and from 1875 to 1878, During these years Benisch utilized every opportunity, including the Damascus Affair and the Crimean War, to raise the question of Jewish revival in Erez Israel. (Enc Jud.) £85

231. [Board of Guardians for the Relief of the Jewish Poor] Annual Reports, Fifty First to Fifty Fifth, 1909 -1913. London, 1910-14. 5 reports bound together, half leather with cloth boards, missing back-strip. 165 + 162 + 160 + 159 + 165 pp. £185

232. De Sola, Rev. D. A. and the Rev. M.J. Raphall. Eighteen Treatises From The Mishna. London, Sherwood, Gilbert and Piper, 1843. Half leather, cloth boards, minor wear some foxing. Presentation copy from Benjamin Elkin, the author of the preface. This edition was the subject of controversy. The work was originally commissioned by the Mahamad in 1838 and the work was actually completed in 1839. See Israel Finestein, Anglo Jewry in Changing Times page 172. “In 1842 Benjamin Elkin, ... caused the translation of the then ready 18 tractates to be published at his expense and without authority. It was is said that he had bought the text as it stood with the private intention of getting it through the press in any event. The Mahamad seems to have intended that the translated text should be available for inspection rather than for general instruction. Elkin named the translators in his Preface but did not disclose that they had no involvement in the decision to publish. He implied the contrary. Matters of protocol soon expanded into a long public debate which went beyond the role of Raphall and de Sola and the unauthorised nature of the publication. It became concerned with doctrine and Rabbinic authority. Elkin’s ‘reformist’ was evident from the Preface....". See Finestein and Moshe Davis, The Emergence of Conservative Judaism for more on Raphall, who was a foremost Preacher and Public advocate for Anglo Jewry of his time. £250

233. Franklin, Arthur Ellis. Records of the Franklin Family and Collaterals. London George Routledge and Sons, 1935. Blue cloth, no dj., ex libris Jewish Chronicle Library, 2nd ed., 210pp. The Franklins were a leading Anglo Jewish family and their records are interlinked with several well known Anglo Jewish
families. See also Chaim Bermant “The Cousinhood.” They claimed descent from King David and more recently from the Maharal from Prague of the Golem fame. One of the Franklins started the Voice of Jacob, a precursor to today's Jewish Chronicle.


238. The Hebrew Review and Magazine for Jewish Literature (HaMeasef). October 1859 to September 1860. Original Wraps. It appears that the review was issued in both a weekly and a monthly format. The first issues are in a weekly format, the following 11 parts are monthly. It appears that the magazine was concurrently issued in both a monthly and weekly format see next item. The weekly issues contain advertisements that are not present in the monthly version. One part (vii) is missing the back wrapper, a couple of the others the back wrapper is detached. 2 of the weekly issues the front wrap is detached. Some of the wraps are chipped and fragile. I believe this is a complete run. This periodical is extremely rare especially in the original wraps. £650

239. Hebrew Review and Magazine for Jewish Literature (HaMeasef). 5 weekly issues 24, 27, 30, 33 and 35. £120


244. Levy, A. The Origins of Glasgow Jewry, 1812-1895. Glasgow, 1949. Blue cloth, some marks to covers, 64 pp. 6 plates. £48

245. Levy, A. The Origins of Scottish Jewry. Black cloth, 32 pp. £45


247. [London Jewish Hospital]. Brief Particulars Concerning The London Jewish Hospital, Stepney Green, E.1. London, 1926. 4 pp. flyer. £18


249. Newman, Rabbi Eugene. Some New Facts About the Portsmouth Jewish Community. Wraps., some foxing, printed from Transactions of the JHSE Vol XVII pages251-268. £10

250. Roth, Cecil. The Federation of Synagogues: A Record of Twenty Five Years 1912 to 1937. Beige cloth, 40pp., some foxing to endpapers. A Passover Appeal letter laid in, with a PS saying 'I have great pleasure enclosing a copy of the Jubilee Report on the Federation of Synagogues' by Dr Cecil Roth. £45.


256. Voice of Jacob. 1841-6, 5 Years bound in one volume. From 16th September 1841 to 11th September 1846 (Vol V, 137). London. Modern, Qtr goat skin leather binding, with raised bands and gold tooling to spine. Leather labels to spine with gold lettering. The Voice of Jacob was the first real Anglo-Jewish newspaper, offering a record of passing events. £2,450


Curiosities and Collectables


259. Biblical Criticism. A Jewish Reply to Dr Colenso’s Criticism on the Pentateuch. London, Trubner and Co., 1865. Issued by the Jewish Association for the Diffusion of Religious Knowledge. ix(3), (11)-147(1) pp. 8vo, original purple cloth. First edition, ex libris. The Bishop of Natal’s extensive study of the historical basis of the Pentateuch created wild excitement, and answers poured forth from the pens of those who were shocked by anything less than a literal interpretation of Scripture. This volume presents a quasi-official Jewish response; the preface asserts that most of Dr. Colenso’s "discoveries" were well known to ancient authors of the Talmud and Midrash. The NUC lists five copies (ICN, OCH, CLamB, PHi, CTY). Not in Roth. £110

260. Cahn, Dr. M. Memorandum über die auf bas Schachtwesen und den Koscher Fleisch Berlant bezuglichen Einrichtungen der Israelitischen Gemeinde Fulda. Mainz, 1891. Wraps. chipped, quite fragile, 13pp. A pamphlet on the sale and administration of kosher meat in Fulda. Contains information on labelling and has a sample label indicating a non-Kosher piece of meat attached, an illustration of labelling machinery. £85

261. [Film] Full Set (8) of Original Front of House Stills For Exodus. £85

262. [Film] Full Set (8) of Original Front of House Stills For Fiddler on The Roof. £55

263. CHOFETZ CHAIM. Poster, Braodside. On Taharas Hamishpacha (in Yiddish). Poland. A Poster measuring approx. 20 inches by 14 inches (see
illustration) exhorting the community to keep the Laws of Family Purity. Some tears, holes and folds.

£220

264. **Einstein Patents. Seven Patent Specifications Submitted by Professor Albert Einstein and His Colleague Dr Leo Szilard.** All Patents Relate to Improvements to Refrigeration Machinery. The Patents are From 1927-1931. All contain diagrams. One submission is by Dr Szilard alone. The patents have the stamp of the Manchester Public Library and vary from a single page of text plus a diagram to a few pages. Each patent contains the complete specification of an idea. Einstein and Szilard worked together in Berlin until they both had to leave because of the Nazis. Einstein went to the USA and Szilard went to London. Both of them subsequently played an important role on the Manhattan Project. The patents represent an important scientific record and are important for the history of science. £4,400

265. **Goldberg, Philip. A Miscellany of Prayers for Occasional Use in the Synagogue Service. The Philip Goldberg Memorial Book.** London, United Synagogue, 1962. Hardbound, 31 pp. Contains 17 different Meshebarachs, 4 memorials and 2 miscellaneous prayers. Also contains an appreciation of Philip Goldberg who died before the manuscript was completed. It was edited by Rabbi J Rabbinowitz. This is a presentation copy from Rabbi Rabbinowitz to Dr Zimmels. £20


268. [**Hagadah**]. **With Pictures and Arabic Translation (into Hebrew Characters) According to the Baghdad Rite.** Leghorn, 1887. New card wraps. tearing to back free endpaper. Yudlov 1721. £90

269. [**Hagadah**]. **With Arabic Translation (into Hebrew Characters) According to the Baghdad Rite.** Originally printed in Leghorn, 1887. New card wraps. Leghorn, 1887. (Almost the same as the preceding Haggadah) Yudlov 1722 £90

270. **Henry, May and Kate Halford. Dainty Dinners and Dishes For Jewish Families.** London, Wertheimer Lea & Co., 1902. Decorative cloth, some wear but pretty good condition for a cookbook, 191 pp., illustrated by G. Lillian Bright. £65

271. **Hertz, Rabbi Joseph Herman, (Chief Rabbi) A Book of Jewish Thoughts.** Cairo, 1943. Blue cloth, spine creased, 5.5 inches by 3.75 inches, wear to covers, 328 pp. Special edition for the Middle East. Inscribed with best
wishes E Cashdan, Jewish Chaplian RAF, Oct 1943 Tripoli. Belonged to LAC Myers N 1213348 17 Staging Post RAF MEF. £18


274. Midrash – Rabbah. Berlin, Horeb, 1924. One volume mini edition (approx 6.5 inches by 4.5 inches. Part of the highly collectable set of mini editions issued by Horeb in the 1920s which included Talmud Bavli and Yerushalmi, Mishneh Torah and other Midrashim see the next 2 items. £45


276. Midrash – Yalkut Shimoni. Berlin, Horeb, 1924. One volume mini edition (approx 8 inches by 5.5 inches. Part of the highly collectable set of mini editions issued by Horeb in the 1920s. Wear to spine, top of spine torn, some annotations. £38

277. Kovetz Piskei Hilchat Zava (Halachot for the Army). Israeli Army, 1959. Cloth, oblong, stencilled on one side of the page, 121pp. £50


279. Sendak (Maurice) Publisher's proof of 27 illustrations by Maurice Sendak. All on a single sheet, to the Brothers Grimm, The Juniper Tree and other tales, selected by Lorrie Segal and Maurice Sendak, transalated by Lorie Segal and Randall Jarell, Bodley Head, 1974. Overall sheet size 625mm x 955mm, captioned and numbered No. 1 by the publisher, framed and glazed, n.d. [c. 1974] £650


**Holocaust, Anti-Semitism**


294. Danzig, Ofstjudischer Verein. 5 page letter dated 17th May 1933 on the desperate plight of the Jews of Danzig due to boycott of Jewish businesses, and large influx of Russian and Ukrainian Jews, with a plea for help. There is a one page covering letter to addressed to Federation of Synagogues dated 18th May, 1933, which states that this letter was also being sent to The Board of Deputies, the Federation of Jewish Relief Organisations and Chief Rabbi Dr J.H Hertz. £125


297. Gabriel. 13 Years of Anti Fascist Struggle. N.D. Wraps. 36 pp., illustrated A book of Gabriels cartoons on Fascist treatment of Jews and some anti fascist articles from the newspapers. Staples have rusted making the middle pages loose. £55


304. HMSO. Judgement of The International Military Tribunal For The Trial of German Major War Criminals (With The Dissenting Opinion of the Soviet Member) Nuremberg, 30th September and 1st October, 1946. Presented by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to Parliament by Command of His Majesty. Cmd. 6964. 149 pp. £28


306. Lunn, James B. Treachery and Anti-Semitism. London, Hutchinson, ND (Circa 1930s). Paper wraps., may have had additional external wraps. £20


308. “News From Germany”. Munich, 1938. Collection of 6 cyclostyled newsletters in English, 53 pp. in all issued in Munich. German propaganda attempting to correct misrepresentations in the British Press and quoting remarks by British authors, writers and people in public life. There are a couple of lengthy pieces on the “Jewish Question” £150


Jellinek who was the Chief Rabbi of Vienna and active in trying to rebut anti-semitism; Paulus Cassel a convert to Christianity who was active in combating anti-Semitism in particular Wagner, Stocker and Trietschke; and Adolph Stocker who was an anti-semitic preacher.

312. Samuel, Rev E. An Examination of the Book called “The Jewish Peril” or “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion.”: A Paper read before the Prophecy Investigation Society, April, 1921. £950


314. Shearet HaPletah – Haggada. London, Chief Rabbi’s (Religious Emergency Council), 1946. Wraps., 8vo, 24 [1] with Yiddish translation, says very poignantly in Yiddish on the front cover “The Chief Rabbi’s Committee wishes our brothers and sisters from Shearet HaPleteh a good Yom Tov and next year in the Land of Israel a free people.” Yudlow 4003 £65

315. Shearet HaPletah – The Holy Bible. Chumash with Rashi and Targum. Munich, Vaad Hatzala, 1947. Paper boards with cloth backstrip, some minor wear. Dedicated to Harry Truman, has a letter with the US flag in colour imposed on it, next page has a letter in Hebrew followed by a title page in colour. £75

316. Shearet HaPletah – Kesset Hasofer. Munich, Vaad HatZala, 1947. Paper boards, backstrip has been replaced with black tape, 1947 no endpapers present (unclear whether there were any?), bottom fore-edge corners worn and chipped. £34

317. Shearet HaPletah. – Va’ad Hatzala Talmud – Ketubot. Munich, Vaad HatZala, 1947. Paper covered boards with cloth backstrip, Ketubot hand written on backstrip, pages yellowed as with most Shearet HaPletah, small format approx 8.5 inches by 6 inches, no endpapers looks like it was issued without, generally good condition for Shearet Hapletah. Two letters are printed at the beginning of the book both are in Hebrew one is signed by Rabbis Rosenberg, Silver and Levinthal of the Agudat Harrabanim and the other by Rabbi Hilel Lichtenstein of Germany precede Luach Daf Yomi which precedes title page. £60

318. Shearet HaPletah – Talmud Yevamot. Munich, Vaad HatZala, 1947. Paper covered boards with cloth backstrip, Yevamot hand written on backstrip, pages yellowed as with most Shearet HaPletah, one corner is bumped and one is partially worn away, small format approx 8.5 inches by 6 inches generally good condition for Shearet Hapletah. Two letters, both in Hebrew are printed at the beginning of the book, one from Rabbi Isaac Herzog and one by Samuel Sneig of Munich. £60
319. Shearet HaPletah – Machzor for Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur. Munich, Joint Distribution Committee, 1949. Paper covered boards with cloth backstrip, some wear. Was the copy of the Nitra Rov, Rav Sholom Moshe Ungar, has his signature on the front free endpaper. £85

320. Shearet HaPletah – Rambam Sefer Madda. Munich, Sinai, 1947. Decorative cloth, small format approx. 6 inch. by 4 inch. There is a letter printed in the beginning by Rabbi Yitschok Meir Zemba who gives thanks for surviving Treblinka and Auschwitz. The last page is in memory of those that died in the Holocaust including members of the publishers family. £60


324. Wilde, Rabbi Dr. G. Eleven Days In The Concentration Camp Buchenwald. Typed/Stencilled article about his experiences from November 10th 1938, his arrest by the Gestapo and release due to the efforts of Chief Rabbi Hertz. 5pp. £65

Jewish Bibliography and Reference


326. [Bookseller Catalogue] Rosenthal Catalogue 67, Judaica and Hebraica, From the Libraries of the late Chief Rabbi Dr. Hermann Adler, Dayan Asher Feldman, Israel Cohen and others. Blue paper Wraps. 132 pp. This catalogue contains 2,844 items. This enormous catalogue contains an incredible collection is divided into about 80 categories and contains Judaica in several languages as well as Hebraica. Rosenthal was a leading Oxford bookdealer that regularly issued Judaica and Hebraica catalogues. £35

327. [Bookseller Catalogue] Rosenthal Catalogue XI, Anglo Judaica with Americana, from the Libraries of the late Chief Rabbi Dr. J Hertz, E N Adler and other great collectors. Wraps. 68 pp. black and white illustrations. This catalogue contains 1,055 items and has a preface by Cecil Roth. Rosenthal was a leading Oxford bookdealer that regularly issued Judaica and Hebraica catalogues. £25
328. [Bookseller Catalogue] Rosenthal Catalogue 63, Palestine, Zionism, Israel. Books from the Libraries of Judge Neville Laski, the late Israel Cohen and others. Wraps. 36 pp., contains 1,067. £15


332. Eisenstein, J.D. Ozar Yisrael: An Encyclopedia of All Matters Concerning Jews and Judaism In Hebrew. Berlin Wien, Hebraisher Verlag Menorah/London Cailingold-Shapiro Vallentine, 1924. 10 Vols. 320 pp per volume, wear to spines, 2nd Ed. Only complete all inclusive Jewish encyclopedia in Hebrew. Judah David Eisenstein (1854-1956) was the editor and principal writer and initiator of the project. He compiled and edited about 20 different encyclopaedias, 12 of which were published. £140

333. Eppler, Dr Elizabeth and Dr Meir Gertner. Jewish Humour Through the Ages. London, 1967. A bibliography prepared on the occasion of Jewish Book Week, 1967 by Dr Elizabeth E Eppler and including a Study Meir Gertner on “Tales of Tears and Smiles”. Wraps 16 pp. £15

334. Marcus and Bilgray. An Index to Jewish Festschriften. NY, Kraus, 1971. Red cloth 154 pp., reprint of the 1937 edition issued by Hebrew Union college. The index consists of entries to 4,000 articles contained in 53 Festschriften published until 1936. £28

335. Jewish Encyclopedia: edited by Isadore Singer. New York, Funk and Wagnalls, 1925. 12 Vols., plates, illustrations, publisher's cloth damp stained, some bindings are discoloured. £300


Festschriften and Essays


Yiddish


354. See Item 372.

355. Oved, Moshe. In Cheder Aryn. London, Narodiczky, 1945. Red cloth, 129 + 4 pp. Presentation copy with an inscription from the author. Oved also known as Edward Good (1885-1958) was an antiquarian jeweller who's shop was patronised by the Royal Family. His first book was Aroys fun Khaos published in 1917. Sanders 384. £45


Jewish Music

365. Perlzweig, Rev A. A Manual of Neginoth (Cantilation): Containing Neginoth for Pentateuch, Prophets, Esther and Lamentations, benedictions and Examples. London, 1912. Red cloth, 60 pp. Issued with the approval of the Metropolitan Association of Precentors. Perlzweig was the first precentor at the Finsbury Park Synagogue.  £35

Children’s Books and Related Educational Items

367. Butler, The Rt Hon. R.A. Butler MP. The Education Bill, an Address By RA Butler to The Board of Deputies of British Jews. London, 1944. Wraps. 16 pp. Butler was President of the Board of Education at the time. The address is on the Education Bill as it the Anglo-Jewish Community.  £20
368. Cohen, Mrs Nathaniel. Infant Bible Reader From the Creation to the Death of Joseph. London, Jewish Religious Education Board, 1897. Cloth, ex libris, spine sellotaped over with typed label with title and class no., 120 pp.  £20
369. Daiken, Leslie (Compiler and Translator). Gan-Gani: Let Us Play in Israel. Drawings and Illustrations by Isa Hershkovitz. Tel Aviv, 1966. Paper covered boards, cloth backstrip, pencilling to half title and front free endpaper, some pen drawing on pen-ultimate page. £20

370. EDUCATION - Folder given to teachers in Palestine in 1947 by the Educational Division of the World Jewish Congress. Contains about 30 booklets and pamphlets relating to education and catalogues of educational material. Mostly in Hebrew a couple in English. Includes: Agenda for the First World Hebrew Education Conference; Rules of Hebrew Teachers Association; Educational curricula; Barlevy catalogue of educational games; several catalogues and brochures for educational material including Schocken, Yohoshua Tsetstik, pamphlets and booklets on educational issues etc etc. Cannot vouch for completeness £285


374. Morris, Nathan. Jewish Education in time of Total War. London, Central Council For Jewish Education in the UK and Eire, ND (1947/8?). £45


Hebrew translation was published in 1913 (Jaffa) and 1921 (Frankfurt), Hungarian (Nagyvarad, 1915) and Yiddish (Lodz, 1926).

379. Smoily, Eleizer. Yoffo At, Artzanu. Tel Aviv, Yavneh, 1952. Red cloth, edgewear but very good condition, mark on top board across the top, 68 pp.. Colour illustrations by Zevi Livni. In Hebrew £28


Unique Hebrew Amulet (Cairo Genizah?)

381. 520 x 84mm. 66 lines, written in a neat and learned hand on thick paper. The paper is now worn and creased, with some minor losses of text especially down the central fold. The content and orthography, such as the ligature of the aleph and the lamed, match other documents from the Cairo Geniza. The text was written for a certain ‘Joseph son of Zilpah that was born of Ramesh’. The text declares itself to be for the protection of this Joseph from ‘the evil eye, and the evil tongue and from...and an enemy and the evil tongue and all types of destroyer and all types of retribution...for ever’. Ten names of the Lord are cited: these are given in a list that cites the holy name with the biblical verse from which it is taken. The verses that appear in this part of the text are Deuteronomy 10:17 (which precede the citation of names), Isaiah 26:4, Genesis 14:22, Genesis 17:1, Exodus 20:17, Exodus 3:14, I Kings 2:5, Daniel 9:19, Exodus 34:6, Isaiah 6:3 and Zechariah 14:9. These are followed by another invocation of holy names in biblical/liturgical forms. At this point of the incantation there is a statement that describes Joseph as now having a lion at his right, a leopard at his left, a dragon before him, what might possibly be a bear behind him (the reading is unclear at this point) and the Shekhina (Divine presence) over his head to protect him. He is further described as now donned with the affection and grace of God. The incantation requests that he should be received with complete love, give him his heart's desire and not deny his request. Then follows a list of angel names which we are told caused the face of Moses to redden and who blew in his face. Then another invocation of the 'King of Kings' (ie God) and an 'amen amen selah'. The next group of verses that are cited all contain narratives that depict blessings from God, which are meant to apply to the client. These verses consist of Genesis 6:8, proverbs 3:4, Proverbs 3:16, Psalm 91:15 and 16. This is followed by two verses, Deuteronomy 6:4 and Psalm 91:1. The incantation concludes with an invocation to the angels to protect this boy. The text is sealed with a citation of the alphabet in full. £5,750